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SHOTGUN RANGE RULES AND ETIQUETTE 

 

1. Observe NRA safety rules:  Always point your firearm in a safe direction (at the trap throwers or 

the ground). Always keep your finger off the trigger until ready to fire.  Always keep your 

firearm unloaded until ready to use (shoot).  

2. Everyone is a Range Safety Officer - anyone can call ceasefire. 

3. Only 7 ½, 8, and 9 shot are allowed on LLGC trap range. 

4. All shooters are responsible for providing one case of biodegradable clay pigeons per shoot. 

5. Do not pick up someone else’s shotgun from the rack and handle it without asking.  Shooters 

are always willing to have you look at their shotguns, if you ask permission first. 

6. Unnecessary talking is not permitted on the firing line.  Spectators must keep their voices and 

noise to a minimum during competition. 

7. Do not allow ejected shells from your shotgun to hit or annoy other shooters. 

8. Do not raise your shotgun to the shooting position until after the shooter behind you fires. 

9. All pump action and semi-auto shotguns shall be placed in the rack with actions open. 

10. All break action shotguns shall be placed in the rack unloaded with the action closed. 

11. Immediately, when the shotgun is picked up from the rack action shall be opened. 

12. Shooters may proceed to shooting positions with shotgun actions open, pointed down range 

and down at the ground or straight up. 

13. Never load your shotgun before changing positions.  When going from position #5 to position 

#1, turn right to avoid coming into contact with the person or firearm from position #4. 

14. The shooter in position one will be the squad leader and will be the number one shooter 

through all five shooting positions.  It will be Shooter #1’s responsibility to run the game, ensure 

all shooters are ready and notify the thrower operator to start game.  Once Shooter #1 calls 

“pull” for a bird, the game begins. 

15. Each shooter will shoot five shots from each position and will then rotate to the right one 

position. The game continues thru five rotations at which time Shooter #1 will call “game over.”  

16. You must remain in your shooting position until the fifth person has fired.  You may then move 

to the next position.  At the end of the round, stand facing the traps, until the last person has 

fired the last shot.  If you are shooter #1, do not call “pull” until all squad members are in 

position after each change. 

17. Time your shooting to establish rhythm in the squad.  Call “pull” in a loud clear voice so that 

there is no confusion about when the puller should respond. 

18. Load only one shell at a time, except in doubles.  Load and close the shotgun only when it is 

your turn to shoot.  If a delay occurs remove the shell. 

19. Shooters may lean over to pick up a dropped shell once shooting has stopped.  You must keep 

the muzzle of your shotgun down range while picking up dropped shell. 

20. All shooters will then return their shotguns to the rack in the same configuration they were 

originally stored in. 
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21. Be a sportsman at all times.  Be sure your competitors get what is due them.  DO NOT BE A 

TARGET CLAIMER!  Only broken targets are scored, dust is considered a lost bird. 

22. All shooters will police spent hulls and loading traps after each game. 

23. All shooters are responsible for keeping range clean after a shoot is completed. 


